During his pilgrimages to Palestine, Saint Sava of Serbia had met with the patriarch Athanasios II several times. The two of archpriests met in spring 1229, when Sava came to Jerusalem for the first time. According to the older Sava’s hagiographer Domentijan, Serbian archbishop visited the patriarch of Jerusalem immediately after he venerated the Tomb of Christ and other holy places in the Church of the Resurrection. Sava’s younger hagiographer Teodosije adds that the patriarch Athanasios had marvelously received his guest on that occasion, that next day they had celebrated the liturgy in the Church of Resurrection, after which they were feasted at the patriarch’s house. Sava gave many gifts to his host, receiving, in return, his blessing that he could perform divine services in the whole area of the Greek Orthodox patriarchate of Jerusalem. Sometime later, Domentijan witnesses in the same work that many times two archpriests celebrated liturgy together by the Tomb of Christ and that they became good friends, because of which Sava spent most of his first visit to Jerusalem talking to the patriarch. Domentijan explicitly mentions three of their meetings: the first one – after Sava’s visit to Bethlehem, the second – after he had visited the place of Christ’s baptism at the Jordan River and the third – after the archbishop’s sojourn in Great Lavra of Saint Sabbas the Sanctified (Mar Saba monastery). Conversations of the two collocutors were dedicated to canonical and liturgical issues as well as to “life which pass quickly”. Meeting of Sava and Athanasios II, after Serbian archbishop had returned from the Great Lavra, was also dedicated to one special issue. Namely, Sava asked his host and the Great Lavra fraternity, led by the hegoumenos hieromonk Nicolas, for the place where to found Serbian monastery in Jerusalem. His request was accepted so
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that he got the Church of Saint John the Theologian on Mount Sion. This was, in fact, former northern chapel of the crusader church of St. Mary of Mount Sion. Before destruction of this famous church (Holy Sion, or former “Mother of all churches”), Christians recognized in the mentioned chapel home of Saint John the Theologian and place of the Virgin’s Dormition. Monks of the Mar Saba had probably got that chapel from the Melkites of Jerusalem, after the Crusader church of Holy Sion had been destroyed in 1219/1220. The role of the patriarch Athanasios in granting the church of “Saint John the Theologian” to the Serbian archbishop originated from a canonical right of an archpriest to approve foundation or reconstruction of the monasteries in the area under his jurisdiction. Also, Athanasios regulated with Sava all issues concerning the new-founded Sion monastery and its fraternity. At the same time, he decorated Sava with the “holy divine honors”. Soon after the affairs had been arranged, the Serbian archbishop venerated the Tomb of Christ once again and, saying goodbye to Athanasios, he left on his trip to the homeland. Teodosije states how on that occasion Sava bought relics of certain saints from the Greek Orthodox patriarch of Jerusalem.

Next meeting of Sava and Athanasios II occurred five years later, in spring 1234. The first Serbian archbishop, after his arrival to Jerusalem, went to his monastery of Saint John the Theologian on Mount Sion and from there, together with the hegoumenos and fraternity of the Mar Saba who seem to have resided in the mentioned monastery after it had been given to the Serbian archbishop, he went to the Church of Resurrection in order to venerate the Tomb of Christ. Having been informed about his arrival, patriarch Athanasios rushed to see his friend again. Domentijan witnesses that two archpriests sat in the middle of the church, next to the very Tomb, and talked there about political situation in the world and Sava’s journey to the Holy Land. The patriarch gave a sermon before the clergy of the Holy Sepulchre in Sava’s and his disciples’ honor, calling them new apostles, prophets and martyrs. Many citizens of Jerusalem gathered together in the church so that Athanasios took Sava to patriarch’s house where both guest and host enjoyed in “spiritual and bodily joys”. However, Sava
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soon left to visit Alexandria and desert settlements in its vicinity, but after his return to Jerusalem, sometime in autumn 1234, again he was spending time with the patriarch Athanasios II, discussing canonical and theologian issues. Two archpriests met for the last time few months later, in spring 1235, after Sava had returned from Mount Sinai. After he had rested from the tiring journey, Sava received for the last time the patriarch’s advices, said goodbye to him, to clergy of the Church of Resurrection and monks fraternity of the Mar Saba, and left on a trip for homeland. However, he had never arrived there. On his way back, as it is well known, he died in Tūrnovo, the capital of Bulgaria, in January 1236.

The mentioned statements of two Saint Sava’s hagiographers are unique testimonies of meetings between the Serbian archbishop and Athanasios II but, at the same time, they are very important source about that patriarch of Jerusalem because, directly or indirectly, they present certain details about his life, which were not recorded by other sources.

Generally, we do not know much about the patriarch Athanasios II. It is known that he became head of the Greek Orthodox patriarchate of Jerusalem after death of the patriarch Euthymios II and that he finished his life as a martyr at the times of the Khwarezmian Turks conquest of Jerusalem on 23. August 1244. Exact date of the patriarch Euthymios’s death is known according to inscription on his tombstone which is in the Monastery of St. Catherine at Mount Sinai. The inscription is dated 13 December 1223, but together with it, an indication was inscribed, which corresponds to 1230. In the recent literature it is usually considered that the indication is correct, which would mean that the patriarch Euthymios II died on 13 December 1230, that is, that his successor Athanasios II began his duty only after the stated date. However, this conclusion cannot be accepted because of Domentijan’s and Teodosije’s Vita of Saint Sava. As it has been shown, in those works it was explicitly stated that at the time of the Serbian archbishop’s first pilgrimage to Palestine, Athanasios II has already occupied the chair of the Greek Orthodox patriarchs of Jerusalem. The mentioned pilgrimage of Saint Sava can, quite reliably, be dated in the period between end of April and end of September 1229. In any case, the first Serbian archbishop returned from the Holy Land at least eight months before 13 December.
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1230 because both Domentijan and Teodosije state that he, on his way back from the pilgrimage, met with Theodor Komnenos Doukas in Thessalonica. That meeting must have happened before the beginning of April 1230, when the mentioned ruler of Epiros and emperor of Thessalonica was defeated and taken prisoner by Bulgarians in the Battle of Klokotnitsa.

Thus, from Sava’s Vitae it would appear that Athanasios II was at the patriarch’s throne in spring 1229. Furthermore, it could be concluded that on the inscription on his predecessor’s tombstone, the year was correct and not the indication, which means that the patriarch Euthymios II died on 13 December 1223. It would follow that Athanasios II inherited him either at the very end of 1223 or, more probably, at the beginning of 1224.

Another important datum from the Serbian sources concerning the Greek Orthodox patriarch of Jerusalem is Domentijan’s statement that Athanasios II, at the time of Sava’s visit to the Holy Land in 1229, was the head of the church of Resurrection and the Holy Sepulchre. That statement was certainly reliable. Because of the pope’s interdict imposed on Jerusalem immediately after it had fallen into the hands of excommunicated Frederick II, since spring 1229 there was no catholic clergy in the city. On the other hand, unlike 1099 when the crusaders had conquered Jerusalem for the first time, the Greek Orthodox patriarch did not have to leave the city after the establishment of Latin power in February 1229. Moreover, he managed for some time to preserve jurisdiction over the most important holy places in Palestine, which the Orthodox patriarchate of Jerusalem had regained after Muslim persecution of the Latin clergy in the time of Saladin (1187).
It has been known from several sources that the Greek Orthodox patriarchs of Jerusalem had jurisdiction over the Mar Saba. Its monks, in difficult times for the Christians, used to stay in their Jerusalem metochion which was near the Tower of David. Domentijan and Teodosije witness it was also that way at the time of the patriarch Athanasios II. As it has already been mentioned, Athanasios played the important role in granting the church of St. John Theologian on Mount Sion to Saint Sava of Serbia.

According to Domentijan’s Vita of Saint Sava, the conclusion is that the Serbian archbishop had, in the Jerusalem archpriest, a learned collocutor with whom he could talk about different topics, including canonical and liturgy issues. Domentijan paraphrases one of the patriarch’s sermons delivered by the Tomb of Christ. Recently discovered and published homily of Athanasios II, read on the Sunday of the Myrrhbearers, shows that the mentioned witnessing of the older Sava’s hagiographer must not be interpreted as locus communis.

Finally, one Domentijan’s statement also deserves our attention, according to which Athanasios II, like Sava, as a young man took monastic vows. This biographical datum about the patriarch of Jerusalem has not been known from other sources.

Миодраг Марковић

СВЕТИ САВА СРПСКИ И ЈЕРУСАЛИМСКИ ПАТРИЈАРХ АТАНАСИЈЕ II

Првим и својим ходочашћама у Палестину свети Сава Српски се у више наврата (1229., 1234. и 1235. године) су сретао с јерусалимским патријархом Атанасијем II. Два архијереја постали су блиски пријатељи и често су заједно служили литургију код Христовог гроба. На основу Доментијановог „Житија светог Саве“ рекло би се да је српски архиепископ у јерусалимском архијереју имао ученог саговорника, с којим је могао водити разговоре о различитим темама, укључујући канонску и литургичку везу. Доментијан сведочи, такође, да је Атанасије II имао значајну улогу и у вези са Савином ктиторским делатностима у Јерусалиму, а из списа старог српског писца непосредно или посредно се могу сазнати још неке појединosti из живота јерусалимског патријарха, које су остали незабележене у другим изворима. Осим тога, на основу Доментијановог сведочења може се коначно решити и често расправљано питање датума смрти Атанасијевог претходника на архијерејском престолу у Јерусалиму, патријарха Евтимија.
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